Brain-computer interface is a kind of new information exchange and control technology, and the key is to give an accurate and timely identification of electrical machine characteristic parameters of thinking expected action pattern and then to transform them into control command. This paper mainly studies the brain wave identification method of the human brain in imagining Chinese words. Researchers have studied the right and left hand movement imagination, but for the study of word recognition, especially Chinese words' EEG identification research, there are no researches on them. The successful identification of EEG of Chinese words in brain imagination can greatly extend the application scope of BCI, and it plays a role in BCI research.
it to directly make their own intention images transform from the brain to the external environment, to research the Electroencephalogram (EEG) under different states of consciousness, through several easy consciousness tasks to conduct the pattern recognition, so as to form more complex control command to complete control of the wheelchair, artificial limbs and other auxiliary equipment, and help patients with serious movement obstacles to communicate with the outside world. It can be said that the BCI offers a new man-machine interactive way by using EGG to control external devices. Use person's EEG to control an external device to realize various functions has been the research hot point that the braincomputer interface is dedicated to [6, 7] .
Foreign and Domestic Research Situations and Tendency
In recent years, the research of EEG recognition mainly focuses on the left and right hand movement imagination. Ge Yu etc. took a set of experimental data in the second international competition of the brain-computer interface as the processing object, and then decomposed data through public space filter, wavelet time-frequency, and then finally extracted with the use of a weighted feature, and by using support vector machine, conducted classifier design, finally achieved the highest classification accuracy of 89.3%; Li Haipeng, etc., by analyzing and extracting the left and right hand acupoint action to induce events related to synchronization (ERD)/synchronization (ERS) signal characteristics, and used the BP neural network to conduct the pattern classification recognition of characteristic quantity, to distinguish intention of imagination action; Xu Qi used wavelet coefficients as signal feature, Supporting Vector Machine (SVM) to conduct movement imagine recognition; Xu Baoguo, etc., adapted wavelet transformation and AR model feature extraction, linear discriminant classifier of Markova distance to classify the left and right movement imagination, and the accuracy rate is 91.43%; Wang Bokun, etc. used Fisher analysis on the imagination movements of different parts of the body (the left hand, right hand, foot and tongue) and conducted the SVM classifier for recognition, explored feature extraction and recognition method of the multi-pattern imagination action induced signal, Wang Jiang also distinguished the imagination movement of these four parts. Wang Jinjia conducted identification of right, left, forward, backward directions of movement, imagined left hand's little finger or tongue movement; Huangling expanded the movement imagination beyond the right and left hands for the first time, and conducted recognition of three consciousness tasks (image the left hand movement, imagine the right hand movement and imagine any words with the same letter word at the beginning); Wang Jinli, etc. recognized the EGG for the small ball in the screen with the left movement, the right movement and stillness; Xu Baoguo, etc. conducted the identification on the three specific movements of the hand (a. imagine hand pushes an object, slowly pushing and visualize object has larger resistance; b. imagine hand cuts things quickly, with high frequency; c. imagine breaststroke, hand movement across an angle, imagine hand encounters resistance, very focused). Zhang Yi, etc. not only recognized EGG of left and right hand movement, but also successfully control the wheelchair. Wang Deng firstly extended the movement imagination to five different brain thinking tasks for recognition.
In human various kinds of sports, the most basic one is the left and right hand movement controlled by the brain. Upper limb imagination movement is one of the classic information transformation model of brain-machine interface, through the imagination movement induced computer feature extraction and recognition, it can determine the subjects' autonomous consciousness trend, and after combining a certain task instruction model, it can complete the expression of mind. At present, most of the studies only focus on the two types of EGG including left and right hand movement; though its recognition rate is over 90%, the recognition rate for the three kinds of movements or above is still low. And the existing reports also can control the intelligent wheelchair to turn left and turn right.
An overview of progress and thought inspired the applicant to conduct further research on the relevant content. This project makes a more in-depth mining for existing EEG identification technology, from the imagination movement spread to any imagination of Chinese words, expands the recognition range of EEG, enhance EEG identification in the application of the BCI system. 
Research Method
This project intends to take the technical route shown in Figure 1 , first of all, to get the original EEG by EEG acquisition instrument, then to conduct preprocessing for EGG, filter out unwanted eye electricity and muscle electricity and power frequency noise. Then, it conducted feature extraction of the filtering signal, and selected the extracted features, the selected feature subset is sent into SVM to train, and then makes the classification identification for them; after identifying, statistical classification is conducted for accuracy, and then it adjusts the feature subset selection, back into the SVM for training and classification, until the satisfactory classification accuracy is achieved. Figure 1 . The project technical route
Results and Analysis
The basic form of experiment research is shown in figure 2 , divided into three consecutive record periods.
The first period (0~2s) is the experimental phase, in which the subjects are in a quiet state without action.
The second time (2~3 s) is the imagination movement conduction period. The actual system in the 2s sends "preparation" prompt to the participants, and in the 3s gives required imaginary word hint to participants, at the same time, the participants complete the corresponding action process on the basis of the above requirements.
The third period (3 ~ 8s) is the period of EGG signal recording. The process of this time period is longer, recording the change of EEG signal under the condition that the imagination movement. It uses 64 lead record data of 10 to 20 international system specification with the reference of the earlobe, get rid of the noise by using Z electrode, taking A1 and A2 as reference electrode. Impedance at all levels is kept below 10 K. Experimental data uses the 0.1 ~ 60 Hz filter. First of all, the original EEG data on the various leads are collected, after preprocessing to remove noise, interference and artifact, to obtain pure EEG signal; at present, ICA is used to analyze EEG signal, and noise signals can be isolated from EEG, such as ecg, eye power, and power frequency interference, and can effectively enhance some important basic rhythms of EEG. Since the ICA has very good effect to remove eye electrical interference, the project selected the ICA to take preprocessing for the original EEG signal.
The wavelet analysis has been widely used in the analysis of biomedical signal including eeg, ecg, etc. Decomposition coefficients obtained from wavelet can reconstruct the signal, and the wavelet coefficients are actually a kind of performance of the signal time-scale (frequency) characteristics, and they more fully describe the main characteristics of the signal, with clear theory meaning, and it is the basis of the characteristics, so the wavelet coefficients can be considered as a signal feature extraction method. Support vector machine (SVM) was proposed by Vapnik et al. and is a machine learning method based on statistical learning theory, it is better to solve the nonlinear and highdimension problems. SVM was developed from the optimal classification plane under the linear separable condition, and the basic idea is as follows: (1) it is in view of the linearly separable case analysis, and in the case of linear inseparable condition, through the use of nonlinear mapping algorithm, it will transform the low-dimensional input space's linear inseparable sample into a high-dimensional feature space's linear separable, so as to make the high-dimensional feature space use the algorithm of nonlinear feature to conduct linear analysis; (2) it is based on structural risk minimization theory, to construct the optimal hyperplane segmentation in the feature space, to make learning editor get the global optimization, and in the sample space's expected risk to satisfy a certain upper bound of a probability. Support vector machine (SVM) is a kind of machine learning methods based on statistics theory, it can avoid the previous less study and over study existing in machine learning, with obvious advantages in dealing with nonlinear and small sample and high-dimensional pattern recognition. The SVM is applied extensively in the field of eeg feature classification.
This project takes filter preprocessing for the extracted original eeg signals, and then uses the wavelet analysis to extract the feature vector. Then cross validation method is used to select the feature vector, retain useful feature vector, and lower dimension.
Decision tree SVM is used for the classification recognition. The decision tree SVM is a partition strategy of clustering analysis. For n problem, decision tree SVM, according to a similarity measure, combines n-1 categories, temporarily as one category, and the rest is as a separate category, using binary SVM classifier for classification. For the next step, (n-1) -1 category in the combined n-1 categories is temporarily as one category according to the similarity measure, and the rest of the category is as a separate category, with a binary SVM classifier for classification, by analogy, until the last two categories are separated.
In addition, because the EEG generated by the ERD/ERS is a typical nonlinear and non-stationary signal, and the Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) is effective method of using timefrequency analysis for the nonlinear and non-stationary signals, with obvious superiority compared with other methods, so this project will also choose HHT to deal with the EEG. HHT is divided into empirical mode decomposition (the EMD) and the Hilbert transform (HT). First of all, by the EMD, EEG is decomposed into a series of intrinsic mode functions with physical meaning, and the instantaneous amplitude of important IMF's AR model parameters, at the same time, the Hilbert spectrum is gained by HT for the IMF, then the instantaneous energy (IE) is gained. The obtained AR parameters and IE optimized by the time, time domain average, median absolute deviation (MAD) are combined to form the initial characteristics, and then genetic algorithm (GA) is used for feature subset selection and the joint optimization of parameters of support vector machine (SVM) model; at the same time, it gets the best feature subset and the optimum parameters of the SVM model, and finally obtains the optimal classification results. 
Conclusion
This project mainly studies the brain wave identification method of the human brain in imagining Chinese words. Researchers have studied the right and left hand movement imagination, but for the study of word recognition, especially Chinese words' eeg identification research, there are no researches on them. The successful identification is conducted for EEG of Chinese words in brain imagination, which can greatly extend the application scope of BCI, and it plays a role in BCI research.
